October 2019, Oakland, CA — Channelling 30 years of pioneering metal applications for feature walls, columns, ceilings, and exterior facades, Móz Designs is launching Backlit Metal Solutions to integrate lighting into Móz’ signature laser cut and perforated metals. Inspiring creative use across industries and applications, the new Backlit Metal Solutions liven, engage and reimagine what a strong surface can look like. Móz Backlit Metal Solutions are delivered ready-to-install and include LED light strips and drivers along with optional light-diffusing acrylic backers to evenly distribute illumination throughout the feature. In addition to adding a luminous focal point, Backlit Metal Solutions create shadows to cast patterns onto surfaces which can transform bland structural walls and columns into unique design elements.
Alongside a wide range of lighting solutions to perforated and laser cut metals, the Column Cover Systems Móz offers can also, as shown below, be backlit to glow in an evenly dispersed pattern, or illuminated from lighting at the base, creating a welcoming focal point. Backlit Metal Solutions by Móz are suitable for a variety of projects, from the office, to hospitality and retail, to healthcare environments. The installation systems Móz has created make for a seamless application and an impressive range of custom options.

Móz is excited to introduce a new Key-Slot Wall System to complement their Backlit Metals Solutions for walls. The open bracket mounting system creates clearance to effortlessly integrate lighting by positioning LED lights from above, below and behind so light can travel between the panels. Laser cut metals are created out of solid-core 3/16” aluminum material—with custom options ranging from ⅛” to ¼”—and perforated metals out of solid-core .063” aluminum with custom options up to 3/16”.
Choose from 27 laser patterns or 5 perforated patterns, or customize your own custom pattern. Móz metals can be finished on both sides, and are available in an extensive selection of colors and grains, or can serve as a base for digitally printed imagery and designs. Móz metals are available in a signature color collection, with an option to select curated powder coat finishes, suitable for both interior and exterior applications, as well as custom finishes. For applications that require a focus on lasting strength, Móz offers ultra durable exterior finishes, complete with a 10-20 year warranty.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products

Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and room dividers in Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality,
entertainment and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. The innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service Móz offers help designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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